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TOCA Game Changing

The TOCA Training App

TOCA in Motion



THE PERFECT DELIVERY EVERY TIME.

The Touch Trainer is THE answer to take control of your
game and develop precision and technique to reach the next
level. The Touch Trainer boosts confidence and pushes the
limits of a player's capability with high-quality ball deliveries
and limitless game-like training situations.

We’ve created an on-demand, revolutionary solution that paves
the way towards technical brilliance for you. By combining our
extensive experience, future-forward technology, and the easy-
to-use TOCA Training App, players and teams use repetition
and TOCA’s Small-Ball Philosophy to target specific areas of 
training and to improve various techniques.

By focusing on TOCA’s short passing ball movement, players
will improve speed, coordination, and training efficiency while
the app records training data from the Touch Trainer. 



Small-ball philosophy
IT 'S  ALL  ABOUT THE TOUCH .

A precise first touch separates good players 
from great players.

The TOCA team of professionals developed 
transformative products and training 
techniques that allow players to focus on 
precise execution from their first touch.

At the heart of every soccer ball is a

TOCA BALL

True to our Training Philosophy, TOCA specifically 
developed smaller, lighter soccer balls which allow 
players to hone their skills and technique. The 
TOCA Platform is built upon the "Small-Ball 
Philosophy," focusing on the precision and training 
values.



BETTER
TOCA Training objectively identifies strengths and 
weaknesses. Precise and repeatable deliveries focus the
improvement of core playing skills. TOCA uses a smaller
ball for accelerated learning and lower body impact.

FASTER
TOCA delivers a game’s worth of quality touches in a 
matter of minutes. This dramatically
improves competence and confidence on the ball. TOCA 
also lets the coach be a coach – and not a delivery point.

GAME-LIKE
The TOCA Curriculum is designed by top-level
professional coaches and players. It creates game-like
situations through 100s of exercises structured by core
skill area and playing level.



BALL SPEED
• TRAIN AT BALL SPEEDS FASTER 

THAN YOUR TEAM TRAINING

• VARY THE INTERVALS FOR A MORE 
PHYSICALLY DEMANDING WORKOUT

• BALL SPEEDS UP TO 50 MPH

Control the pace of the balls delivered
to constantly challenge your first touch. 

From simply controlling the ball in a 
static exercise to a weighted first touch
into space while moving onto the ball, 

you can use the Touch Trainer to
challenge every part of your game.



HORIZONTAL RANGE

44 DEGREES OF DELIVERY

The Touch Trainer can delivert he ball 
to the left, right, or center, resulting in 

full coverage of positioning on the
field.



VERTICAL TRAJECTORY
FROM ZERO TO 45 DEGREES

The Touch Trainer can deliver each ball on
the ground, as a lob, or shoot it into the air, 

simulating real game-time ball delivery.



FREQUENCY

DELIVERS EVERY 2-9 SECONDS

The Touch Trainer can quickly
increase or decrease the intensity

of a workout to match the ability of 
a TOCA athlete.





IT 'S  YOUR 24-HOUR TEAMMATE
Touch Trainer ready to train when you are.

SIMPLE AND COMPACT DESIGN
There are no excuses when
it comes to training.

APP-POWERED AND CONTROLLED
Modern technology meets training.

HUNDREDS OF EXERCISES
Choose from a library of over 500
stored exercises.

No matter what - the Touch Trainer is there for you
around the clock. The Touch Trainer is easy to transport,
and simple to assemble and control on your own
creating the most reliable teammate you will ever have.

Our sleek and compact design is not only easy to transport
but extremely simple to assemble and control. Additionally,
our Touch Trainer has over five hours of battery life.

By controlling the Touch Trainer via Bluetooth, you can
adjust speed, trajectory, an angle of delivery, and frequency.
With this app, you can keep track of your stats every time
you train. It’s available on the App Store and Google Play.

On the TOCA Training App, you can pick from a library of over 500 
professionally-designed exercises. Each exercise is strategically
created to refine your focus, reaction time, speed, precision and 
playing ability while accelerating technical development.




